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1. What’s web 3.0? 

Web 3.0 is the concept of next evolution of World Wide Web about linking, integrating, 

and analyzing data from various sources of data to obtain new information streams. 

Also, Web 3.0 aims to link devices to generate new approaches of connecting to the 

web by several machines and exchanging data among machines. However, the 

standard definition of Web 3.0 has not yet been emerged at this moment since Web 3.0 

is mainly under developing by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to become a reality 

(Steve Bratt, Fast forward get ready for Web 3.0, 2008, P. 25-27).  

The main important purpose of Web 3.0, to link data, is supported by semantic web. 

Semantic web is a web that can demonstrate things in the approach which computer 

can understand. The system offers a common framework that helps data to be 

connected, shared and reused across the applications, organizations and communities. 

The semantic web allows a person or a machine to begin with one database and then 

link through an infinity set of open databases which are not connect by wires, but 

connect data by referring into common things such as a person, place, idea, concept, 

etc. Semantic web mainly operates on Resource Description Framework (RFD) which is 

standard model for data interchange on the web. RDF is written in XML language that 

can easily be exchanged between the different types of computers with different types 

of operating system (http://www.w3schools.com/rdf/rdf_intro.asp, VIEWED 12/06/2008]. 

Meantime, RFD joins structure of the web with Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and 

allows original data in each database to form in an original form such as XML, Excel, etc 

because RFD builds an abstract layer separately from the underlying data format 

(http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/, [VIEWED 12/06/2008]). 

One of important logics behind the development of semantic web is Artificial 

Intelligence. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the field of computer science targeting to 

create machines that are able to occupy on behavior that humans consider intelligent 

(Herbet Simon, An introduction to the science of Artificial Intelligent, 1997). Thereby, 

some parts of semantic web technologies are relied on Artificial Intelligence research 

such as model technology for RDF and knowledge representation for ontology. 

However, the development of semantic web also generates new perspective for Artificial 

Intelligence community as the benefits of URIs linkage in RDF 

(http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/SW-FAQ#relAI, [VIEWED 14/06/2008]).          

Another objective of Web 3.0 is a ubiquitous web that facilitates accessibility for anyone, 

anywhere, anytime by using any devices. This objective desires to break barriers of 

bandwidth constraints, poor display on mobile device and cost of data besides computer 

device. Then, web 3.0 will enable a web linked of devices to match with the increasing 

in web of linked data by using Cascading Style Sheet layout (CSS) standards which 

allows HTML document to display in different output style, support content adaptation 



and use smaller image (http://www.w3schools.com/css/css_intro.asp, [VIEWED 

14/06/2008]). 

In summary, web 3.0 composes of two main platforms, semantic technologies and 

social computing environment. The semantic technology represents open standard that 

can be applied on the top of the current web. Meanwhile, the social computing 

environment means web 3.0 focuses on human-machine synergy and desires to 

organize a large number of current social web communities.   

2.0 How can semantic web work? 

As mentioned before, RDF is the crucial language on Semantic web which intends to 

develop relations between data on the web and to interchange those data. For example, 

the data integration process of RDF is demonstrated by an example of bookstore data 

set (Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P. 24-38).  

At first, the RDF begins data integration process with consider data set. Each data is 

collected into each categories such as ISBN number, author name, title of book and 

home page of author (see figure 1). 

Figure 1: RDF considers data set 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P. 24 

In second step, RDF exports data into a set of relations. The data of publisher address 

and name are grouped separately from author name and homepage with connection of 

ISBN number (see figure 2).    

 

 

 

 



Figure 2: RDF exports data as a set of relations 

 

Source: Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P. 25 

After second step, when semantic web finds new set of data of book that has 

correspondent URI with another set of data, RDF will integrate the same resources 

together (see figure 3 and 4).   

Figure 3: RDF merges same resources 

 

Source: Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P. 27 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4: RDF integrated sets of data 

 

Source: Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P.28 

Finally, RDF will continue to integrate others resources that connect to each data. In this 

example, RDF merges author data into other sets of data of Wikipedia of books that 

were written by the same author. Also, the other sets of data as born place of author 

and the Googlemap of that place (see figure 5).  

Figure 5: the merge continues to other sets of data 

 

Source: Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P. 38 

 

 

 

 

 



3.0  What’s difference between web 2.0 and web 3.0? 

We are now in web 2.0 era while gradually entering into full web 3.0 era in near future. 

The boundary and main purpose between web 2.0 and web 3.0 are distinctly detached. 

However, web 3.0 is not created to replace web 2.0 but to fix and improve the 

constraints of web 2.0. Then, this section describes more details on distinction of web 

2.0 and web 3.0.    

First of all, the major difference objective between web 2.0 and web 3.0 is that web 2.0 

targets on content creativity of users and producers while web 3.0 targets on linked sets 

of data. One principle that web 2.0 was developed from web 1.0 is to be stimulated 

creativity, information sharing and collaboration with more dynamic of contents from 

users and website providers. Then, a numerous number of the web blogs and social 

webs are emerges in global World Wide Web society. Web 3.0 focuses more on the 

connection of datasets that are created in web 2.0 era.  

Secondly, Asynchronous JavaScript (AJAX) programming language, suggested by 

Google, is popularly used in web 2.0 that encourage better, faster and more interactive 

web application. However, information interchange among the databases in web 2.0 

limits interoperability, which is called walled gardens. According to the endeavor to 

solve limitation of web 2.0, web 3.0 brings machine to help integrate more contents in 

World Wide Web society by using Resource Description Framework (RDF) technology 

which develops programming language from XML to be able to read and understood by 

computers. Thereupon, web 3.0 arranges a new standard of programming language as 

well as generates additional advantage from integrating a large number of metadata 

that were created in web 2.0 to be more efficiency to exploit.  

Thirdly, in the view of analyze data, in web 2.0 humans contributes greater role in 

physically analyze data than web 3.0. Moreover, an ability to analyze of humans is 

limited in term of knowledge background, topic interesting and language in individual 

person. While machines can help humans to analyze data in web 3.0 since the data is 

defined in term of relationship between data resources with data properties.  

Finally, the current websites that can be a good representative for web 2.0 are big 

search engine, using AJAX programming language, such as Google, web blogs that 

create more interactive activities in internet such as facebook and big online 

encyclopedia such as Wikipedia. Although web 3.0 is in the developing process, 

Dbpedia ans SIOC-project can be a representative of web 3.0 because Dbpedia uses 

RDF technology to link datasets on the web to Wikipedia data while SIOC project aims 

to enable the integration of online community in RDF.         

 



Figure 6: difference between web 2.0 and web 3.0 

 Web 2.0 Web 3.0 

Main task Focus the power of 
community to create dynamic 
contents and interaction 
technology 

Linked data, devices and people 
across the web 

Linking Walled gardens inhibit 
interoperability 

Data and devices linked more 
easily and  
in new ways 

Content Individual and organization 
create content 

Individual, organization, 
machine create  
content which can be reused 

Technology AJAX Resource Description 
framework (RDF) 

Website Google, facebook, wikipedia, 
ebay, youtube 

Dbpedia, sioc-project.org 

 

Figure 7: evolution in web 1.0, web 2.0 and web 3.0 

 

Source: Miko Coffey, The future is smart machine (and soup), http://blogs.nesta.org.uk/innovation/2007/07/the-future-

is-s.html, [VIEWED 15/06/2008]) 

 

 

 

 



4.0 Why web 3.0 is important? 

Web 3.0 improves data management: when the contents come from various types of 

database structure, there are a lot of applications required to manage contents. In 

addition, some complex sets of data structure that computer is not able to understand 

how to link them together. This problem can be occurred when combing sets of data 

from different origin somewhere on the web, different format such as excel sheet or 

XHTML or different names for relation such as multilingual. The semantic website 

solves this problem by describing relationship between each data or things and 

properties; therefore, the computer can understand the relationship between sets of 

data and can integrate it together. Figure 6 compares the different processes between 

normal sets of data integration that involves human to be a center to merge datasets 

with set of data integration in semantic web that can automatically merge by the system.             

Figure 6: Different process between data integration 

 

Source: Ivan Herman, Question (and answer) on the semantic web, 2006, P. 10 

Web 3.0 supports accessibility of mobile internet: the number of mobile subscribers 

has surpassed 3 billion subscribers already in the end of 2007. The global mobile 

penetration rate in the end of 2007 was 48% which expected to continually grow in near 

future, particularly on BRIC economy countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China). 

Moreover, many mobile operators in the world tend to shift mobile technology base from 

2G to 3G which represents greater channel to access internet via mobile devices 

(Vanessa Grey, ICT Market trends, 2008, P. 6). Hence, web 3.0 plays the main role to 

enhance internet accessibility via mobile because web 3.0 develops based on 

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) Standard that helps to reduce the page size to lower than 

20kb by smaller background image.          

Normal sets of data 

integration 

Set of data 

integration in 

semantic web 



Figure 7: Worldwide mobile subscribers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Vanessa Grey, ICT Market trends, 2008, P. 6 

Web 3.0 stimulates creativity and innovation: the main concept of web 3.0 promises 

that all global datasets will be linked together. The information and knowledge datasets 

can be apply by humans and machines have more efficiency than this moment. 

Therefore, this will be driven innovation process in term of idea generation and research 

and development (R&D) area that refer to easier way to discover new business model. 

 

Web 3.0 encourages factor of Globalization phenomena: web 3.0 aims to build 

standardize of data structure via RDF programming language. The datasets of current 

information in the World Wide Web will be unlocked from the existing data structure and 

integrated all data structure together in the same standard. This presents speed up 

Globalization phenomena in near future.          

Web 3.0 enhances customers’ satisfaction: by using Artificial Intelligence concept in 

web 3.0 that adds brain for computer, business units will easier to improve their 

customer satisfaction in term of Customer relationship management (CRM) such as 

clients can be provide broader group of information about the product in customer 

service webpage or related information from other datasets.          

Web 3.0 helps to organize collaboration in social web: nowadays many people 

register to be members of many social websites and many weblogs have been 

emerged, then, SOIC-project initiates purpose to merge the social web community 

information together by using semantic web technology in RDF. The process is to 

create distributed conversations across blogs, forum and mailing lists.         

 

 



Figure 8: SIOC-project to link social web  

 

Source: John G.Breslin, Stefan Decker and Uldis Bojars, the future of social network on internet: the need for 

semantic, 2008. 

5.0 Case studies of semantic web technology  

5.1 Semantic-based search and query system for the traditional Chinese medicine 

community (Zhaohui Wu Zhejiang University and Huajun Chen, Zhejiang University, 

Meng Cui China Academy of Chinese Medicine Sciences (CACMS) and Ainin Yin, 

China Academy of Chinese Medicine Sciences (CACMS), 2007.) 

China Academy of Chinese Medicine Sciences (CACMS) attempted to manage its large 

amount of datasets which are filed in different structures such as Oracle and published 

document as HTML pages for public releases. Since the datasets increased 

consequently along the time, CACMS faced serious problem to well manage and 

perform the datasets. Also, datasets are difficultly to physically merge together because 

some technical data are only understood by database designer. Therefore, the 

organization is not able to fully share and reused data across through organization.       

In 2005, the organization adopts semantic web technology to manage the datasets. 

Firstly, the relational datasets are allocated into semantic web layer that merges the 

data together. Secondly, semantic web layer defines the standard vocabularies, formal 

model and semantic relationship between databases. Finally, users can search, query, 

navigate that interact with the semantic layer (see figure 7).  In addition, for this case, 

CACMS had used different types of data storage such as Oracle. Thereupon, SQL 

queries are implemented in semantic web due to SQL is able to retrieve and update 

data in database, particularly on Oracle (http://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_intro.asp, 

[VIEWED 15/06/2008]).      



In sum, users get broader practical sets of information from semantic web technology 

such as related concept and synonyms to facilitate query and search process. And, 

users derive further advanced data analysis and integrated knowledge from bulky 

database.    

Figure 7: Architecture of semantic web layer and approach to link data 

 

Source: Zhaohui Wu Zhejiang University and Huajun Chen, Zhejiang University, Meng Cui China Academy of 

Chinese Medicine Sciences (CACMS) and Ainin Yin, China Academy of Chinese Medicine Sciences (CACMS), 2007, 

P. 1. 

5.2 Electricité de France (Alexandre Passant, Electricité de France R&D & LaLIC, 

Université Paris-Sorbonne, 2008.) 

Electricité de France is the largest electricity company in France. The company installed 

web 2.0 applications such as blogs, wikis and RSS feeds to join knowledge datasets 

between research department and engineers. After implementing the web 2.0 

application, a large number of valuable knowledge datasets are stored in different 

applications and different database structures that hard to interchange among 

applications. Besides, computer is not able to understand all information in wikis and 

difficult to link them together.       

The company cracked the problems by adopting a technology of web 3.0, semantic 

web, which can improve the ability of computer to run database and to be more end-

users friendly. Now, datasets from three main sources as wikis, blogs and RSS feeds 

are gathering into information system, then unify and store metadata and document 

content in RDF files. Meantime, when the new document or data is created, the data will 

be automatically stored in RDF storage parallel with linking into the existing datasets. As 

a result, users now can receive information more precise subject to their demand due to 

computer displays related information resources of searching result from wikis, blogs 

and RSS feeds.     



Finally, the organization can solve limitation ability to provide data of web 2.0 

applications with web 3.0 technology which is easily to accommodate with the existing 

applications in order to maximize data usage efficiency.    

Figure 8: Process of semantic web in Electricité de France  

 

Source: Alexandre Passant, Electricité de France R&D & LaLIC, Université Paris-Sorbonne, 2008, P. 2. 

6.0 Conclusion 

Since the invention of web in 1989 by Tim Berners-Lee, the evolution of web still 

continues to be in a state of development to enhance the most powerful communication 

tool in the world. At present, the world internet usage rapidly ramps up to 1.4 billion 

users or 21.1% of world population compare with 16 million internet users in 1995 or 

0.4% of world population (http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm, [VIEWED 

15/06/2008]). This statistic presents that internet is more important to human being 

since it was invented and there is a strong potential of internet to grow in the long term 

due to the internet penetration rate of world population is now only 21.1%. Web 3.0 is 

another evolution step of web that intends to extend the ability of the application as well 

as maximize benefits from resources in the World Wide Web community by linked data, 

devices and people across the web.   
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